Analysis of secondary integration sites for IS117 in Streptomyces lividans and their role in the generation of chromosomal deletions.
IS117, the 2.6 kb mini-circle of Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2), is a transposable element previously shown to be integrated into two distant sites in the chromosome. When introduced into S. lividans, IS117 integrates into one preferred chromosomal site, but when this site was artificially deleted, IS117 integrated into many secondary sites. Nucleotide sequence analysis of several secondary integration sites revealed varying degrees of similarity with the preferred site, but no consensus sequence. Nevertheless, sites more similar to the preferred site tended to be occupied more often than those that are less similar. Insertion of IS117 into secondary sites in the chromosome of S. lividans sometimes mediated chromosomal rearrangements. It was shown that some strains containing IS117 integrated into secondary sites had suffered deletions of chromosomal DNA. Deletions were adjacent to the inserted element and were at least several kilobases long. The proposed model implicates homologous recombination between IS117 copies integrated into two different secondary sites in the same chromosome as a cause of the deletions.